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REVIEWS - O F - N E W - B O O K S
SPEEDING THROUGH HISTORY WITH H. G. WELLS
" Yet I doubt not through the ages one
increasing purpose runs,
And the thoughts of men are widened with
the process of the suns."

FTER all, it is to assert this increasing
purpose, to demonstrate the widening
of men's thoughts, that H. G. Wells writes
his history. Were nothing more attempted
'than to tell "the whole story of life and
mankind" in "one continuous narrative,"
as promised in the introduction, the result
would be a valuable text-book, but it would
not be the most-talked-of serious book of
the winter. Here is more than history,
here is a philosophy of life, here is elaborate
explanation of the origins of ideas and institutions, here is an attempt to penetrate
the darkness of the ftiture. The warring
nations and alien races which compose
mankind are seen striving, now consciously,
now blindly, toward world-unity. Man's
Golden Age awaits him in the future. It
is not to be reached at a single bound.
Indeed, most efforts to achieve unity and
peace have been sad and sickening failures,
sometimes because of the weaknesses of
man-made machinery, sometimes because
of the unworthiness of the so-called great,
at times of world crisis. To-day we are
still aghast at what seemed a plunge back
into barbarism. Yet how lightly these
failures of civilization weigh in the balance
against our swift eight-thousand-year rise
from savagery, the 500,000 years during
which man was evolving from the brute,
and the hundreds of millions of years since
life first came to this planet!
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And so "The Outline of History" (Macmillan) begins with the first faint stirrings
of life upon this already age-old earth.
Diagrams, maps, and pictures help us to
realize -the development from one geologic
period to another, and the accepted scientific theories of evolution and of the origin
of man are careftiUy presented. Finally,
after fishes and reptiles and mammals, a
little matter of 40,000 years ago, toward
the end of the Fourth Glacial Age, the first
true men appear in Europe, not ape-men,
but creatures with brain cases and hands,
teeth and necks, practically like ours.
Men learn to use tools and weapons, to
sow and reap, to make clothing and dig out
or erect shelters. Living becomes almost
comfortable. Man's thoughts reach out;
he- develops traditions, tabus, and vague
religious ideas, centering about the sun, the
stars, and what Mr. Wells calls "the old
man" of the tribe or family.
Geographical barriers divide mankind
and races develop. But the lines of racial
demarcation are confused by man's propensity to wander and to interbreed.
Some time previous to 5000 B.C, while the
most of mankind lead nomadic lives, a
civiUzation with cities dawns in Egypt,
Mesopotamia, and China. Kings and
priests, the palace and the temple, become
part of the story, and there is a beginning
of division into classes, which in India
grew into the rigid caste system.
These civilizations leave a record behind
them, for man has learned to write. Before
real writing came the picture-writing of the
caveman. The Chinese mind, in its own
peculiar way, worked out from this the existing complex system of ideographs, pictographs and phonograms. This fact had an
important bearing on world history, for it
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is probably "the complexity of her speech
and writing more than any other imaginable cause that has made China to-day,
pohtically, socially, and individually, a vast
pool of backward people rather than the
foremost power in the whole world." But
the Western peoples did this thing better.
Picture-writing became conventionalized
in Mesopotamia, because it had to be done
upon clay with sharp-pointed instruments,
making elaborate drawing impossible and
turning curves into angles. It helped these
people "greatly to learn to write that they
had to draw so badly." Alphabets developed out of the picture-writing and syllable
writing. With writing, of course, history
really begins. Traditions are fixt, thought
is communicated over distance and preserved for future generations, and an instrument for unity is in man's grasp.
Many hundreds of years later the next
great step comes with the invention of
printing, by which writings can be copied
quickly and indefinitely and universal education is made possible.
Languages and alphabets were developed
in time to hand on the great gifts given to
mankind by the Jews and the Greeks.
The real Jewish religion really developed
after the Captivity, we are told. The idea
of a coming Messiah becomes the most
vital part of the Jewish faith. The Jews
begin to think of their Jehovah as the one
God of the whole earth who will some time
estabhsh his rule throughout the universe.
The Hebrew prophets introduce religion as
a force outside the formalities of the temple,
and they look to the coming of a Kingdom
of Heaven. From this time on "there
runs through human thought, now weakly
and obscurely, now gathering power, the
idea of one rule in the world and of a promise and possibility of an active and splendid
peace and happiness in human aff'airs."
What the Hebrews did for the soul of
man the Greeks did for his intellect.
The first "democracy" is that of the Greek
cities. After the Persian wars came the
classic period of Greek literature and philosophy. A partial explanation of this remarkable outbreak of creative power is
that a number of citizens of Athens lived
for the better part of the generation under
conditions which in all countries have disposed men to produce good and beautiful
work; "they were secure, they were free,
and they had pride; and they were without
that temptation of apparent and unchallenged power which disposes all of us to
inflict wrongs upon our fellow men." Mr.
Wells is inclined to think that the Athenians knew what they were about when they
gave Socrates the hemlock. Plato's was
the first mind to respond to the challenge
of '' human discord and the misfit of human
institutions" by planning the first of all
Utopias. Aristotle was the father of science and actually had the modern scientific view-point. So we see that these
Greeks were, after all, moderns. They
began to discuss the things we are discussing to-day. "Mankind is growing, up,"
and there is seen in Judea and Athens the
first appeal to righteousness and to truth
"from the passions and confusions and immediate appearances of existence." Henceforth, the history of the world, according to
Mr. Wells, is chiefiy a story of great failures.
With the philosophy and science of Greece
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Up from the bottom of the Pacific
A L E T T E R and a check started one winter night in 1910
out of Cordova, a little Alaskan town. T h e ink on the envelope
and the letter linked someone in the north to something the
C . E . Davis Supply Company had in stock in Seattle; his
handwriting on the check gratified these wants.
T h e letter left Valdez in a sack in the hold of the Yucatan.
O n the afternoon of February 17 the Yucatan stuck her nose
into a whipping blizzard, rammed an iceberg, and sank.
Passengers and crew made Chichagbf ilsland in the boats.
T h e mails were saved.
Most of the addresses on those soggy letters were washed away.
But not this letter. I t was delivered, and the check was
cashed, for they were written in
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and the ethics of Judaism and Christianity
becoming a common possession of mankind,
and with successive events tending toT*-ard
world unity, that unity would have been
accomplished long ago but for the inadequacy of certain peoples and individuals
when opportunity presented. We now
meet the first of the "heroes of history"
who failed to make good. Alexander the
Great, Julius Csesar, Charlemagne, Napoleon, and the rest are but "conspicuous
adventurers," and they receive less attention than other men of smaller gifts who
are deemed more truly representative of
their respective peoples or epochs. Alexander carved out an empire with his sword;
but he left behind nothing permanent,
partly because he died so young, but chiefly
because he was not a statesman but simply
a hard-drinking military genius, a man of
colossal vanity, " t o whom empire was no
more than opportunity for egoistic display."
H. G. Wells does not like the Romans.
In the history of the Republic he finds
much that is modern, as, for instance, the
contests between aristocracy and commons,
the development of money and credit, the
professional politicians, and the political
corruption. But in spite of the culture at
the top, the Roman world was, in general,
illiterate and bloodthirsty and superstitious. Mr. Wells finds fault with the
Romans for not inventing printing—an accusation which he also brings against the
scholars of Alexandria—and for not developing a decent, efficient, representative
government. Again and again he comes
back to the idea that "if Republican Rome
was the first of modern self-governing national communities, she was certainly the
' Neanderthal' form of them." Mr. Wells's
antipathy to everything Roman appears
in his character sketch of Cato the Censor,
whom he considers the type of the Roman
of the Punic-War period:
"While the eleven-year-old Hannibal
was taking his vow of undying hatred,
there was running about a farmhouse of
Tusculum a small but probably very disagreeable child of two, named Marcus Porcius Cato. This boy lived to be eightyfive years old, and his ruling passion seems
to have been hatred for any human happiness but his own. He was a good soldier,
and had a successful political career. He
held a command in Spain, and distinguished
himself by his cruelties. He posed as a
champion of religion and public morality,
and under this convenient cloak carried
on a lifelong war against everything that
was young, gracious, or pleasant. Whoever roused his jealousy incurred his moral
disapproval. He was energetic in the support and administration of all laws against
dress, against the personal adornment of
women, against entertainments and free
discussion. He was so fortunate as to be
made censor, which gave him great power
over the private lives of public people. He
was thus able to ruin public opponents
through private scandals. He expelled
Manlius from the Senate for giving his
wife a kiss in the daytime in the sight of
their daughter. He persecuted Greek literature, about which, until late in life, he
was totally ignorant. Then he read and
admired Demosthenes. He wrote in Latin
upon agriculture and the ancient and lost
virtues of Rome. From these writings
much light is thrown upon his qualities.
One of his maxims was that when a slave
was not sleeping he should be working.
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Another was that old oxen and slaves
should be sold off. He left the war-horse
that had carried him through his Spanish
campaigns behind him when he returned
to Italy in order to save freight. He hated
other people's gardens, and cut off the
supply of water for garden use in Rome.
After entertaining company, when dinner
was over he would go out to correct any
negligence in the service with a leather
thong. He admired his own virtues very
greatly, and insisted upon them in his own
writings. In his old age Cato became lascivious and misconducted himself with a
woman slave. Finally, when his son protested against this disorder of their joint
household, he married a young wife, the
daughter of his secretary, who was not in
a position to refuse his offer. (What became of the woman slave is not told.
Probably he sold her.). This compendium
of all the old Roman virtues died at an
advanced age, respected and feared."
Mr. Wells naturally takes no stock in
the "demigod theory" of Julius Csesar.
Caesar's "complications" with Cleopatra
"mark the elderly sensualist or sentimentalist rather than the master-ruler of
men," and his "divine pretensions" are
"not the symptoms of great-mindedness,
but of a common man's megalomania."
The Roman Empire of Trajan or Marcus
Aurelius was an impressive political entity
comprising the entire Mediterranean world.
But "from the Rhine to the Euphrates all
along to the north of the Alps and the
Danube and the Black Sea stretched one
continuous cloud of nomadic and seminomadio peoples whom the statesoraft of
Imperial Rome was never able to pacify
and civilize nor her military science
subdue." The Caesars were inadequate
to the task of unifying the world, altho
they succeeded in delaying for centuries the oncoming of the barbarians.
Rome failed because it had no soul, because it was "colossally ignorant and unimaginative." It "made no effort to teach
or train or win its common people to any
conscious participation with its life."
Science, literature, and education were
"entrusted to the care of slaves, who were
bred and trained and sold like dogs or
horses; ignorant, pompous, and base, the Roman adventurers of finance and property,
who created the empire, lorded it with a
sense of the utmost security while their
destruction gathered without the empire
and within." While "the overtaxed and
overstrained Imperial machine" of Rome'
was "staggering toward its downfall," the
parallel empire in China was "consolidating and developing a far tougher and more
enduring moral and intellectual unity than
the Rornans ever achieved."
Mr. Wells professes to write as if his
book were to be read as much by Hindus
or Moslems or Buddhists as by Americans
and western Europeans, and he tries to
hold the religious balance level without
going too deeply into disputed points.
Christianity, Buddhism, and Islam are
each found to contain essential truths
which might easily be combined or which
might alone furnish a reasonable basis for
a unifying world religion. Mr. Wells reduces the teachings of Jesus to the doctrine of the fatherhood of God, the brotherhood of man, and the coming of the Kingdom of Heaven. But this simple doctrine
was equivalent to the proclamation of a
moral, social, economic, and political revolution. Paul of Tarsus added the idea of
the Atonement as an explanation of Christ's
crucifixion; "he found the Nazarenes with
a spirit and hope, and he left them Christians with the beginning of a creed."
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REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS
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Christianity spread in spite of persecutions
until the Emperor Constantine put the
cross and the Christian monogram upon
the shields of his legionaries in 312 A.D.
In a few centuries the leadership of the
Bishop of Rome had been accepted by
most of the Christian world. The Pope
had become in theory and to a certain extent in practise the high priest, censor,
judge, and divine monarch of Christendom,
which in the West extended far beyond
the utmost range of the old empire. The
idea grew up of a unified Christendom with
a common loyalty to the Church and its
visible head and "the history of Europe
from the fifth century onward to the fifteenth is very largely the history of the
failure of this great idea of a great divine
world-government to realize itself in
practise,"
The chapter on Buddhism is one of the
best in the book. We read that some
time in the sixth century B.C. Siddhartha
Gautama Sakya was born in India. A
sudden realization of the tragedies of life
made him turn ascetic. Study and asceticism not giving him light, he left his five
disciples and wandered about alone till
wisdom came to him under the Bo-tree.
He taught his revelation and became
known as Buddha. The fundamental
Buddhist dootrine tells how to live and
act and speak and think so as to reach
Nirvana, or soul-serenity, by overcoming
man's unworthy desires for gratification of
the senses, for personal immortality, and
for worldly prosperity. The teaching of
history "is strictly in accordance with this
teaching of Buddha,'' for there is '' no social
order, no security, no peace or happiness,
no righteous leadership or kingship, unless
men lose themselves in something greater
than themselves."
Buddhism spread
throughout China, Japan, and the Malay
Peninsula. It became extinct in India,
tho not until after the reign of the great
Buddhist King Asoka, of whom the historian says: "Amid the tens of thousands of names of monarchs that crowd
the columns of histories, their majesties,
and graciousnesses, and sovereignty, and
royal highnesses, and the like, the name of
Asoka shines, and shines almost alone, a
star." Buddhism soon degenerated from
its early simplicity. An intricate theology
was introduced with a multiplicity of
gods. A vast accumulation of vulgar marvels presently sprang up about the memory of the founder. The writer accounts
for this last fact by remarking that "there
seems to be no limit to the lies that honest
but stupid disciples will tell for the glory
of their master and for what they regard
as the success of their propaganda."
The founder of Islam was born of a poor
family in the Arabian city of Mekka in
670 A.D. This religion spread so rapidly,
partly because it "was pitted against the
corrupted Christianity of the seventh century and against the decaying tradition of
the Zoroastrian magi," and partly because
as religion it was simple, democratic, priestless, and full of spirit of kindhness, generosity, and brotherhood. The failure of
Islam lay largely in the fact that, while as
religion it was strong, politically it had
nothing to teach the world.
When the Cross and the Crescent met in
the first of those romantic and picturesque
)ut futile wars known as the Crusades, the
power and influence of the papacy was at
its height. A hundred years later the

popes had lost their hold upon the hearts
of princes—the career of Frederick II. of
Germany being a case in point—and the
faith and conscience of the common people
were turning against a merely political and
aggressive church. The final result, of
course, was the Reformation. The papacy
had failed to achieve its ideal of a unified
Christendom, partly, we are told, because
the methods of electing a pope kept young:
and vigorous men from the office.
After the conquests of Genghis Khan and
Tamerlane had left much of Asia under the
rule of various Mongol dynasties, and after
the limits of Christendom and Mohammedanism had been roughly fixt, the face
of Europe began to assume its present
form. We hear little in this historj^ about
the Holy Roman Empire, which is considered to perform a most futile role as a
unifying infiuence. Its last period of importance is the reign of Charles V., and
when this Hapsburg monarch died in 1558
"the greatness of the Holy Roman Empire
died with him." .
The rebirth of civilization dates from
about 1500. The development of the use
of, paper and the invention of printing
help to popularize education. The common
man begins to read. M artin Luther (14831546) sets up the Bible as a counter-authority to the Church. Mankind, after
more than a thousand years consecrated.
to fighting, starts again to think. Aristotelian logic, long supreme in medieval universities, is challenged. After thinkers
like Abelard, Albertus Magnus, Thomas
Aquinas, Duns Scotus, and Occam, comes
Roger Bacon, with his modern view-point.
The alchemists and the astrologists did
their bit, and suddenly, with the sixteenth
century, western Europe broke forth with
a galaxy of names that outshine the scientific reputations of the best age of Greece
—Leonardo da Vinci, Copernicus, Tycho
Brahe, Kepler, Galileo, Newton, Francis
Bacon, and Harvey.
The era of the modern state begins.
This modern state appears to Mr. Wells
as " a tentative combination of two apparently contradictory ideals. The idea of a
community of faith and obedience, suoh as
the earliest civilizations undoubtedly were,
and the idea of a community of will, such as
were the primitive political groupings of the
Nordic and Hunnish peoples." The first.
phase of the modern state is the Machiavellian monarchy—the France of Louis
XIV., the Spain of Philip II., the Prussia
of Frederick the Great. "The intellectual
and moral development of the Western
mind" and the drift toward Machiavellian
monarchy went on for a time concurrently.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries they began to clash. The discovery
of America, the establishment of a great
English-speaking Federal republic in the
New World, and finally the French revolution, also had a part in bringing the end
of absolutism. But, according to Mr.
Wells, while the king yields to cabinet and
parliament, the "Foreign Office" continues
the Machiavellian tradition and the divine
right of kings is superseded by a deification of the state. To this sovereign deity,
"to the unity of 'Italy,' to the hegemony
of 'Prussia,' to the glory of 'France,' and
the destiny of 'Russia,'" Europe has "sacrificed many generations of possible unity,
peace, and prosperity, and the lives of millions of men." These have been "thereal
and living gods of Europe.'-' And yet—
"in the background of the consciousness
of the world, waiting as the silence and
moonlight wait above the flares and
shouts, the hurdy-gurdies and quarrels of a
village fair, is the knowledge that all man-
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kind is one brotherhood, that God is the
universal and impartial father of mankind,
and that only in that universal service oan
mankind find peace or peace be found for
the troubles of an individual soul."
; The French Revolution was a dramatic
a;ttempt to create a new world. It failed,
Mr. Wells believes, chiefly because "the
new order found itself confronted with
three riddles, which it was quite unprepared to solve: property, currency, and
international relationship." After the Revolution came Napoleon, and probably no
chapter in the history has aroused more
discussion than the one dealing with Napoleon Bonaparte. Mr. Wells can find no
beauty or greatness in the Corsioan. This
"dark, little, archaic personage, hard, compact, capable, unscrupulous, imitative, and
neatly vulgar," appears at, one of the crises
of history. Had this man been endowed
with "any profundity of vision, any power
of creative imagination, had he been accessible to any disinterested ambition, he
might have done work for mankind that
would have made him the very sun of
history."
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the fact that each strand is separa-

ted from its neighbors by pure, tough
rubber.

Thus, the life of Lee Cords

is guaranteed to meet your reasonable
expectations.
This is true, also, of every Lee Tire,
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Puncture-proof.
If your motoring conditions require
the added protection of steel, any Lee
dealer—and there are Lee representatives
everywhere—will show you why Lee
Puncture-proof Tires -will add to your
motoring satisfaction.
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troubles and make your tire purchases
LEE tires
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further apart.
All Lee Tires—whether standard or
puncture-proof—are built in both Fabric
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All Lee dealers are competent to give
you expert tire-selection counsel.
look for the "Lee" name in your telephone book.
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"There lacked nothing to this great
occasion but a noble imagination. And,
failing that, Napoleon could do no more
than strut upon the crest of this great
mountain of opportunity like a cockerel on
a dunghill. The figure he makes in history
is one of almost incredible self-conceit, of
vanity, greed, and cunning, of callous contempt and disregard of all who trusted him,
and of a grandiose aping of Csesar, Alexander, and Charlemagne which would be
purely comic if it were not caked over with
human blood. Until, as Victor Hugo said
in his tremendous way, 'God was bored
by him,' and he was kicked aside into a
corner to end his days, explaining and
explaining how very clever his worst blunders had been, growling about his dismal,
hot island, shooting birds, and squabblmg
meanly with an underbred jailer who failed
to show him proper 'respect.'"
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the new scientific theories, the mechanical revolution—which may be- called
man's new mastery over forces and substances—and the concurrent industrial revolution, brought new ideas in the realm m
economics and politics and also in that of
religion, ftobert Owen and Karl Marx
laid the foundations of modern Socialism.
In the religious world the writings of the
geologists and finally the statement of the
theory of evolution by Darwin shook the
belief of the new generations m the formal
Christianity of their fathers. We may be
coming to a reconstruction and simplification of Christianity, and the dechne of
faith may have been merely " a cleansing of
the teachings of Jesus of Nazareth from
theological and ceremonial accretions.
Politically, the nineteenth century was
marked by the continued development of
nationalism and the rise of_ imperialism
The "nation" is characteristically defaned
as, "ineffect, any assembly, mixture, or con, -fu-sito of people which is afflicted by a For' tAm Office of its own in order that it should
behave collectively as if it alone constituted
humanity." According to Wells, the creed
of imperialism is that " a powerful and advanced nation is conceded the nght to
dominate a group o* .o^^er less advanced
nations, or less politically developed nations, or peoples whose nationality was

The Literary
still undeveloped, who were expected, by
the dominating nation, to be grateful for
its protection and dominance."
The natural development of a civilization based on nationalism and imperiahsm
was the armed peace of the opening years
of the twentieth century, and a growing
rivalry between the German and British
empires. In 1914 came the inevitable denouement, the Great War, with its accompaniments of submarine fighting, aircraft,
tanks, high explosives, and trench warfare.
Russia threw off the Romanofs and began
to experiment with Communism. Germany and Austria dismissed the HohenzoUerns and Hapsburgs.
The year after the war the world was
"like a man who has just had a vital siirgical operation roughly performed." Nations which had met the demands of war
found themselves unable to solve those of
peace. The story of peace turns upon the
adventure of President Wilson, "of his rise
to predominant importance in the world's
hopes and attention, of his failure to justify to that predominance." The Fourteen Points marked a new epoch in human
affairs. For some months "the whole
world was lit by faith in Wilson." The
reasons for the American's President's
"failure" are set down as follows by Mr.
Wells, and form an interesting contrast to
broader explanations advanced by General
Smuts and others as Mr. Wilson retired
from public life:
" H e remained the President representing the American Democratic party when
circumstances conspired to make him the
representative of the general interests of
mankind. He made no attempt to forget
party issues for a time, and to incorporate
with himself such great American leaders
as ex-President Roosevelt, ex-President
Taft, and the like. He did not draw fully
upon the moral and intellectual resources
of the States; he made the whole issue too
personal, and he surrounded himself with
merely personal adherents. And a still
graver error was his decision to come to the
Peace Conference himself. . . . It is so
easy to be wise after the event, and to
perceive that he should not have come
over."
And so the Great War was followed by
the "Petty Peace" setting up the "flimsy
League," and the "Outline, of History" is
brought down to our own times. The
world, wracked by war, disillusioned by
peace, looks almost hopelessly toward the
future. But the historian of failures becomes a prophet of good tidings. What
of the future? For one thing,'' nationalism
as a god must follow the tribal gods to
limbo." A great religious revival may
emerge, "of a simplicity and scope to draw
together men of alien races and now discrete traditions into one common and sustained way of living for the world's service." Mr. Wells sees little hope in the
present League as an instrument for bringing the nations together, but it may be
succeeded by a more perfect union. The
next stage in human history will be a conscious struggle to establish or prevent a
political world community. Among the
forces tending toward world control are the
destructiveness of modern war, the need of
systematizing world trade and finance, the
necessity of world control of airways, and,
perhaps most important of all, the influence of the free and growing intelligence of
mankind.
What will be the broad fundamentals of
the world-state? It will have a common
world religion and universal education;
there will be no armies, no navies, and no
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How long will the
hardware lastf

E

VERY item that enters into the
I construction of a large building
must be of known quality. T h e question of builders' hardware is of particular importance.
T h a t is why Sargent Locks and
Hardware are used in so many of the
nation's most important public and
commercial buildings. W h e n the architect specifies "Sargent" he assures satisfactory hardware service as long as
the building stands.
Sargent Locks provide security and
convenience; they are dependable and
durable. Sargent Hardware is beautiful
in design. There are patterns to harmonize with any style of architecture
or decoration.
If you are interested in the construction of any building, give the hardware
careful consideration. Discuss it with
the architect. W e will be pleased to
send you the Sargent Book of Designs
without charge. Send for a copy today.
SARGENT & COMPANY
Hardware
4 0 Water Street

Manufacturers
New Haven, Conn.
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You can install Sargent Door Closers and
almost forget them.
They function surely
and silently with little
attention. There are
heavy models for outside and inside use and
a light model for light
inside doors. Let u s
send you particulars.
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Detroit Seamless

Steel Tubes

Company,

Detroit, Mich.

How Continuous
the Atmosphere Clear
Pure, fresh air, and clear atmosphere—in a
mammoth steel working plant with its hot
rolling and piercing machines, batteries of
forges and annealing furnaces, and pickling
vats, belching out smoke and gas and fumes.

The plant of the Detroit Seamless Steel Tubes Company is
really an immense one-room
structure, divided for purposes
of daylight and ventilation, into
three bays, one 700 feet long,
the others 5 GO feet long and each
approximately 100 feet wide.
Each bay is surmounted by a
valley roof, equipped with the
latest design of Fenestra Continuous T o p Hung Sash, operated mechanically. These sash
when opened, form a weather
protected outlet which is the
key to the whole ventilating
system.
Exceptionally 'high sidewalk
of Fenestra throw an evenly
distributed light well into the
center of the working floor,
where it is augmented by the
broad glass area in the monitors.

This is the contrast which exists in the new
plant of the Detroit Seamless Steel Tubes
Company, makers of tubes for boilers, automobiles and other m^echanical purposes.
How is this result accomplished? T h e course
of the smoke as it arises from the furnaces
furnishes the answer.
Fenestra Continuous Monitor Sash, row upon
row of it, open the sides of the great valley
trusses in the roof, and the upper portions of
the sidewalls from one end of the building to
the other. T h e contour of the roof guides the
D e t r o i t Steel P r o d u c t s C o m p a n y
2250 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit, M i c h .
Canadian Metal Window & Steel Products, Limited, Toronto, Canada

SidewallSash
Continuous Sash
Counterbalanced Sash
Underwriter's Labeled Sash
Mechanical Operators
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Architect, Albert Kahn; Contractor, The Albert A.
Albreckt Company
Sash Erected by Fenestra Construction Company

WindoWalls Keep
in a Steel Tubes Mill
rising smoke directly towards these wide
openings, through which it is sucked as from
a chimney, while pure air enters through the
ventilators in the sidewall sash near the ground.
"Our problem here was unique", explained
the general manager of the plant. "We had
to recruit our labor from men used to the
clean, well lighted plants of the automobile
industry, rather than the less favorable conditions of typical steel mill districts. We have
used especial care to secure healthful working
conditions, good light, and proper ventilation."
The plant is an interesting example of the way
in which Fenestra cooperates with the architect and engineer—one of the reasons why it
dominates the field of industrial window
construction.

D e t r o i t Steel Products C omp any
2250 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.
Canadian Metal Window & Steel Products Limited, Toronto, Canada

Fenestra Continuous
Sash, by
its ventilating
advantages,
helps make ivorking
conditions
pleasantin thefolloiving
nationally known
manufacturing
plants:
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Los
Angeles, Calif. Contrs. — HunIcin-Conkey Construction Co.
StudebaJcer Corp., South Bend, Ind.
Contrs.—James Stewart & Co.,
Incorporai"d
Oliver Typewriter Co., Woodstock, III.
Arckt -A. S. Coffin, Contr.Chas. W. Secord
New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol,
Conn. Engrs —Lockwood, Greene
& Co., Contr.—Turner Construction Company
Eaton Axle Co., Cleveland, 0. Engrs.
— Geo. S. Rider & Co., Contr.—
Crowell-Lundoff & Little
Montgomery, Ward & Co., Springfield, III. Areht.~~
Lockwood
Greened Co.,Supervising Engrs.
Contr.—Wells Bros. Constn. Co.
Duplex Printing Press Co., Battle
Creek, Mick. Archt.— Austin Co.
Contr.~S. B. Cole
Gilbert & Barker Mfg. Co., West
Springfield, Mass. Archt.—McClintock& Craig, Contr.— Tucker
& Lewis

Sidewall Sash
Continuous Sash
Counterbalanced Sash
Underwriter's Labeled Sash
Mechanical Operators

White Motor Co., Cleveland,
0.
Contr.— Watson Engineering Co.
Singer Mfg. Co., Elizabetkpori, N. J.
Contr.—Turner Construction Co.
Maytag Company, Newton, Iowa.
Archt. — H. Raeder, Contr. — H.
A, Peters Company
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Make sure that your

H o m e Tools
are

STANLEY
.^TOOLS

G

OOD TOOLS m a k e
home tinkering a pleasure; there's a joy in "fixing
things" w i t h t h e m and
d o i n g creative work, not
marred by unbalanced, easily
dulled, imperfect tools.
WKen your hammer is made
of carefully forged special
steel with perfectly balanced
handle of s e l e c t e d white
hickory—it's a STANLEY.

A s k for a * ' H u r w o o d "
STANLEY Screw Driver; it's
a handy one in the home;
blade, shank and head one
piece of steel.
A STANLEY Zig Zag Rule
is useful for many purposes
besides carpentry. Of an
especially fine finish, with
joints, tips and strike plates
brass plated.
The head, shank and blade
of STANLEY "Everlasting"
Chisels are forged from one
solid piece of tool steel; cutting edges ground sharp.
A STANLEY Brace with a
few assorted Bits is a constant joy. No. 921 is nickel
plated, with alligator jaws
and ball bearing head.

The BAILEY No. 5 Jack
Plane is a delight to anyone
who loves good tools; cutters adjustable both endwise
and sidewise.

Ask your hardware dealer to show
you his line of STANLEY Tools,
and write us for catalogue, B-4
THESTANLEYRULE
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REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS
Continued
unemployed people, either wealthy or poor;
science and literature will be wonderfully
developed; there will be government of the
people, economic organization for the
people, and eificient political and financial
methods. War must be exorcised, not because of its intrinsic evil, but because it
stands in the way of a more perfect world.
The history ends with a brilliant picture
of life in the happy Golden Age of the
future. It is coming; "each one who
believes that brings the good times nearer;
each.heart that fails delays it."
"Gathered together at last under the
leadership of man, the student-teacher of
the universe, unified, disciplined, armed
with the secret powers of the atom and
with knowledge as yet beyond dreaming,
Life, forever dying to be born afresh, forever young and eager, will presently stand
upon this earth as upon a footstool, and.
stretch out its realm amid the stars."

A WOMAN CUTS THE KNOT
NCE upon a time there was an ardent
young Socialist in New York who
edited a radical periodical called Liberty.
Of course he was called a Bolshevik in
spite of the fact that he had written several editorials to show that, in his opinion,
such views were unsound, but there are
many to whom the word Eadical spells
Bolshevik, and they are not to be convinced
against their will by any statements. The
first pages of Alice Duer Miller's entertaining little book, "Beauty and the Bolshevist" (Harper's) introduce us to this editor,
Ben Moreton by name, as he is pondering
over a letter just received from his younger
brother. David has always been more or
less dependent upon his brother Ben, first
for his education and later for a small allowance which helps out his salary as an
instructor in a fresh-water college. Two
years before the opening of the story David
had for the first time showed some initiative by finding for himself a summer job
as tutor to the young son of the capitalist,
William Cord. His letters to his brother
described the family as kindly, well-educated people, considerate of him and with
old-fashioned traditions of American Uberties. Ben was in a quandary, for, according to his political beliefs, such men as Cord
were a menace, their mode of existence
parasitical, and their consequent influence
on society malign and vulgarizing. But,
practically, they had proved to be nothing
of the sort, and Ben was loath to interfere
with the one piece of work his brother had
procured for himself, but after the young
man had been with the Cords at Newport
for two summers and was proposing to go
back for a third, Ben urged him not to,
and a quarrel between the two ensued.
Things are in this state when Ben receives
a letter from David announcing his engagement to Eugenia Cord, a young woman
of liberal ideas who reads Liberty and is
content to lead the simple life of a college
professor's wife. '' You will be glad to learn
that Mr. Cord disapproves as much as you
do, and will not give his daughter a cent,
so that our life will be as hard on the physical side as you in your most affectionate
moments could desire. Mr. Cord is under
the impression that lack of an income will
cool my ardor. You see he could not think
worse of me if he were my own brother."
This is a blow. That the brother of the
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T H E STANLEY WOUKS
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editor of Liberty should marry the daughtt
of a conspicuous capitalist will be sure 1
weaken the editorial influence. The ma:
riage must be stopt if possible, and Be
prepares to take the night boat to Newpor
Arriving there in the small hours of tl
morning,, he mechanically makes his wa
to the Cord villa before realizing how ui
likely he will be to find his brother, bi
the house is blazing with lights, a fane
ball is in progress, and Ben pushes throug
the crowd of chauffeurs standing aroun
until he finds himself near a window lool
ing into the ballroom. Every now an
then people step out on the piazza for
few moments, and finally a charming gi
makes her appearance, accompanied by
young man whom she calls Eddie, and Be
is soon hearing a conversation in whic
the young man, evidently a suitor, remoi
strates with the girl (Crystal by name) 0
her radical views, with that air of intellei
tual tolerance that is the sure prelude to
quarrel. It is in this case, and as the gi
hastily returns to the ballroom Ben witl
draws from his position on the lawn and, ol
serving that dawn is at hand, resolves 0
a swim. Making his way to a bathir
pavilion on the beach, he helps himself 1
a bathing-suit he finds there, and is sbo
swimming out to sea. On his way bae
he sees a female figure sitting on a ra:
unconscious of his presence. It is the gi
of the argument, to whose charm he hi
at once surrendered, and within a few m(
ments the two are sitting on the raft t(
gether, talking with such freedom that Be
is soon learning of Crystal's thorough di;
satisfaction with the life she leads, her di
sire for something different, and finally 1
the great triumph of her life, the fact thi
she had once been paid fifteen dollars f(
a magazine article. By this time Ben hi
succumbed completely and at once offe
her a job on his paper. She promises 1
consider it, gives him her telephone numbe
tells him her first name, confesses relu'
• tantly that she is rather radical in h
views, and leaves him fathoms deep in lov
A Ijttle later in the day Ben rouses hin
self sufficiently from his blissful dreams
carry out his original plan of calling on M
Cord and runs that capitalist to earth :
his study where he is having an intervie
with Eddie Verriman, the young man who
Ben had seen with Crystal the night befor
Eddie is in love with Crystal, whom t]
astute reader has long since guessed to 1
Cord's daughter, but stronger than h
passion is his anxiety over what he eal
her economic beliefs, and he has called (
Mr. Cord to urge him to take some actic
concerning them. Just as he is expressh
his abhorrence of socialism and denouncu
Liberty as a vile sheet, the editor there
is announced. Mr. Cord supposes th
Ben has come to urge his acceptance
David as a son-in-law and is surprized
find that they are agreed, tho for differe:
reasons, in disapproving of the mate
However this may be, it is too late for ai
action, for David and Eugenia had run (
the day before and been married in Bosto
This scene contains amusing argumen
between Eddie and Mr. Cord, Eddie ai
Ben, and Ben and Mr. Cord.
After this the action of the story mov
quickly. Ben and Crystal are deep in lo
with each other even when he grasps t
fact that she is Cord's daughter, and th
the difficulty of reconciling father and lov
rises before her. It is almost in-surmour
able, and the final scene, in which Crys1
settles the question, is most entertainir
After listening to Ben and her fatiier, ea
heatedly expressing his economic vieT
Crystal announces her plan. She and B

